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Fiction

SHADOW LIFE

a novel by MICHAEL

DECTER

A hung jury and a family secret threaten to shake loose Matthew Rice’s
grip on his stable, happy life.
In one minute, delivering a not guilty verdict at the end of the trial for a
disturbing murder of a child, Matthew Rice’s life begins to unravel. The
very structures his life is built upon collapse. He finds refuge, if not security,
when he embarks on a journey to learn more about the mother he never
knew. His travels take him to Sydney, Boston, and Dublin. Still unsure of his
place in a world that has changed in ways he doesn’t completely understand,
he goes into survivalist mode on Quarry Island in Georgian Bay, where he
believes he can sit out whatever cataclysmic event awaits the world with a
case of twelve-year-old scotch. Will he be able to find what he’s looking for
on the island or will he be coaxed into returning to the world?

•

A Harvard University graduate, Michael Decter was awarded the Queen’s
Jubilee Medal in 2017 and the Order of Canada in 2004. He has written
three non-fiction books on healthcare, three on investment, a memoir,
and Tales from the Back Room, a collection of political stories. Decter has
also written about health and healthcare in the Literary Review of Canada,
contributed op-ed pieces to the Toronto Star and The Globe and Mail, and
for several years he wrote a column for Osprey Media. Born and raised in
Winnipeg, MB, Decter now lives in Toronto, ON. Shadow Life is his first
novel.

ISBN 978-1-77086-667-6
$24.95
TP w/ flaps • 5.5”x 8.5” • 296 pp
In-warehouse Date: July 5 - 19
Publication Date: August 2022
FIC019000 FICTION / Literary
FIC045000 FICTION / Family Life / General
FIC025000 FICTION / Psychological

Author hometown: Toronto, ON
Available rights: World outside Canada and
the US; film and television; audio

Similar Title:

978-1-897151-88-4

Readers’ Guide available soon!

Midway
David Homel
TP • 5.5” x 8.5” • $21.00
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Fiction

SINS OF THE DAUGHTER
a novel by

CAROLYN HUIZINGA MILLS

Praise for previous work, The Good Son:
“I found a page-turner of a novel in The Good Son by Carolyn Huizinga
Mills, something I raced to finish, excited to see if my theory was true
or not.”
— I've Read This
“We are falling dominoes, each generation ruining the next — the sins of the
daughter, and on and on and on.”

ISBN 978-1-77086-594-5
$24.95
TP w/ flaps • 5.5” x 8.5” • 324 pp
In-warehouse Date: July 12 - 26
Publication Date: August 2022
FIC019000 FICTION / Literary
FIC044000 FICTION / Women
FIC045000 FICTION / Family Life / General

Author hometown: Breslau, ON
Available rights: World outside Canada
and the US; film and television; audio

Also by Carolyn Huizinga Mills:

Danah Calsely was only nine when her mother abandoned her. Years later, as
a promising Sociology PhD candidate, Danah appears largely unaffected by
this traumatic loss — until she finds a letter that she’s convinced is from her
missing mother. The truth about Jane Lily and her disappearance is wrapped
in a long history of silence, and Danah’s grandmother, Edith, has no interest
in rehashing the past.
Danah becomes obsessed with the letter and the secrets she believes Edith is
keeping from her. Edith is convinced she’s only protecting her granddaughter,
but she has her own reasons for staying silent. As for Jane Lily herself, she has
a certain knack for disappearing.
A story of heartbreak and hope, guilt and redemption, Sins of the Daughter
explores the fragility of the bond between mothers and daughters and the
domino effect that the choices of one generation have on the next.

•
Ever since reading L.M. Montgomery’s Emily of New Moon as a child,
Carolyn Huizinga Mills has dreamed of being a writer. She began writing
short stories and in 2017, her story “Finders” placed second in the Alice
Munro Short Story Competition. Mills’ debut novel, The Good Son, was
released in 2020 and her first picture book, The Little Boy Who Lived Down
the Drain, was chosen as a 2018 Blue Spruce Honour Book. A grade seven
teacher, Mills loves to share her passion for reading and writing with her
students. She grew up in Calgary, AB, and now lives in southwestern Ontario
with her husband and two children.

978-1-77086-592-1

The Good Son
Carolyn Huizinga Mills
TP • 5.5” x 8.5” • $24.95

Readers’ Guide available soon!
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COLD SNAP

a Paradise Café mystery by MAUREEN

JENNINGS

Praise for previous work, November Rain:
“This is the second book in the Paradise Café series featuring private
investigator Charlotte Frayne, and it’s even better than the first.
Jennings has made the jump from Victorian Toronto to the Depression
era with ease and, once again, proves that Canadian history is far
from dull. … This one is a real winner.”
— The Globe and Mail
December 1936. Charlotte Frayne, Private Investigator, is pulled into a
dangerous international plot when her boss, Mr. Gilmore, provides shelter
to a relative in grave danger. Stephen, a refugee from Germany, is privy
to information that could change the very future of a country still reeling
from the devastation of the War to End All Wars — and at his heels are
powerful forces that will do anything to ensure his intelligence never sees
the light of day.
Meanwhile, Charlotte’s estranged mother reappears, wanting her help to
find a child she gave up at birth twenty years ago. Despite her turbulent
feelings, Charlotte agrees to investigate, not knowing that the two cases
will connect in surprising ways.
Back at the Paradise Café, Christmas draws near and Charlotte’s beau,
Hilliard Taylor, and his partners are in disagreement about the holiday
concert. With her beloved grandfather in the mix, there’s no telling
whether the show will end in good tidings or tyranny.

•
Maureen Jennings is best known for the Detective Murdoch books, which
have been adapted into the long-running television series, Murdoch Mysteries;
she is also the author of the Tom Tyler and Christine Morris books. Her
books have been translated into many other languages, including Polish,
Korean, French, German, Italian, and Czech. Jennings was awarded a
Certificate of Commendation from Heritage Toronto in 1998 and the Grant
Allen Award for ongoing contribution to the genre in 2011. She has received
a total of eight nominations from the Crime Writers of Canada, for best
novel and best short story of the year. Jennings lives in Toronto with her
husband, photographer Iden Ford, and her dog, Murdoch.
Readers’ Guide available soon!

ISBN 978-1-77086-657-7
$24.95
TP w/ flaps • 5.5” x 8.5” • 352 pp
In-warehouse Date: July 19 - August 2
Publication Date: September 2022
FIC022040 FICTION / Mystery & Detective / Women
Sleuths
FIC022090 FICTION / Mystery & Detective / Private
Investigators
FIC022060 FICTION / Mystery & Detective / Historical

Author hometown: Toronto, ON
Available rights: World outside Canada and
the US; film and television; audio
Also by Maureen Jennings:

978-1-177086-542-6

978-1-77086-604-1

Heat Wave
Maureen Jennings
TP • 5.5” x 8.5” • $24.95

November Rain
Maureen Jennings
TP • 5.5” x 8.5” • $24.95
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Fiction

THE GREAT GOLDBERGS
a novel by

DANIEL GOODWIN

Praise for previous work, The Art of Being Lewis:
“A literary page-turner with profound insight into the stories we make
our own.” — Atlantic Books Today
Praise for previous work, Sons and Fathers:
“Goodwin has pulled off a sharp, clever debut. His prose is strong and
his characters memorable.” — Quill & Quire
How far would you go to be accepted?

ISBN 978-1-77086-659-1
$24.95
TP w/ flaps • 5.5” x 8.5” • 384 pp
In-warehouse Date: August 30 - September 13
Publication Date: October 2022
FIC019000 FICTION / Literary
FIC071000 FICTION / Friendship
FIC043000 FICTION / Coming of Age

Author hometown: Ottawa, ON
Available rights: World outside Canada
and the US; film and television; audio

When Sean McFall encounters golden-haired David Goldberg and his largerthan-life father, Saul, he is dazzled by the family’s riches, power, and ease in
social situations. The bright lives of the Goldbergs are profoundly different
from those of Sean’s working-class parents. But as Sean grows up and is
pulled closer to the centre of the Goldberg family by the gravitational force
of their wealth and position, he discovers a tyrannical and abusive patriarch,
an estranged relative bent on revenge, and dark family secrets. As he struggles
to reconcile his first impressions with the realities he later confronts, Sean
must determine who he is, what he will stand for, and whether he can resist
the attraction that has dominated his life.
Rich in understanding of the relationships between parents and children,
the loyalty we show our friends, and how a family’s past haunts its present,
The Great Goldbergs is about the compromises we make in pursuit of wealth
and acceptance, and for love.

Also by Daniel Goodwin:

•
Daniel Goodwin is the author of two previous novels — Sons and Fathers
and The Art of Being Lewis — and the award-winning poetry collection
Catullus’ Soldiers. He lives in Ottawa with his wife Kara and their lovely,
rambunctious children.

978-1-77086-529-7

978-1-77086-441-2

The Art of Being Lewis
Daniel Goodwin
TP • 5.5” x 8.5” • $22.95

Catullus’ Soldiers
Daniel Goodwin
TP • 5.5” x 8.5” • $18.00

Readers’ Guide available soon!

Fiction

SOME UNFINISHED BUSINESS
a novel by ANTANAS

SILEIKA

Praise for previous work, Provisionally Yours:
“Provisionally Yours moves swiftly through its well-orchestrated plot,
with Sileika deftly integrating just enough historical detail.”
— Quill & Quire
Is love more compelling than justice? A wife pleads for love. Her husband longs
for revenge.
Gripping and evocative, Some Unfinished Business tells the story of a young
man who is determined to prevail through anti-Soviet resistance in occupied
Lithuania, imprisonment in the Gulag, and the icy hands of bureaucracy
that attempt to thwart his love for a woman with a mysterious past — all
while chasing the back of the man who dared him to dream in the first place.
At fourteen, Martin Averka met a teacher from the city who inspired him
to seek out the wide world beyond his small village of Lyn Lake. Years later,
having lived under the tyranny of an autocratic system populated by cowards
and bullies and seeking revenge, he breaks into the Pažaislis Monastery
Asylum to come face to face with the man from his youth for one last time.

•
Antanas Sileika is a Canadian author of five previous books of fiction, as
well as a memoir. Working as a Canadian journalist of Lithuanian descent,
he became involved with the movement to restore Lithuania’s independence
from the Soviet Union. His collection of short stories, Buying on Time, was
shortlisted for the Stephen Leacock Award for Humour and the Toronto
Book Award and long-listed for CBC’s Canada Reads in 2016. His books
have repeatedly received starred reviews from Quill & Quire and been listed
as among the one hundred best books of the year in The Globe and Mail.
He has reviewed books for print, radio, and television and he served as
the director of the Humber School for Writers until retiring in 2017. He
currently lives in Toronto, ON.

Readers’ Guide available soon!

ISBN 978-1-77086-673-7
$24.95
TP w/ flaps • 5.5” x 8.5” • 352 pp
In-warehouse Date: January 3 - 17
Publication Date: February 2023
FIC019000 FICTION / Literary
FIC014000 FICTION / Historical / General
FIC025000 FICTION / Psychological

Author hometown: Toronto, ON
Available rights: World outside of Canada
and the US; film and television; audio
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Fiction

LOST DOGS
a novel by

LUCIE PAGÉ

In this darkly funny debut from Lucie Pagé, characters collide
in the most unexpected ways as they search to create meaning and
relationships in their lives.
What begins as a search for a lost dog propels a group of unconnected
characters into a difficult journey of self-discovery.
Sessional English prof and aspiring writer, Brent, looks for his missing pit
bull. His girlfriend, Katherine, an aspiring actress, refuses to help. Their
relationship may not survive.

ISBN 978-1-77086-669-0
$24.95
TP w/ flaps • 5.5” x 8.5” • 344 pp
In-warehouse Date: January 17 - 31
Publication Date: March 2023
FIC019000 FICTION / Literary
FIC060000 FICTION / Humorous / Black Humor
FIC025000 FICTION / Psychological

Author hometown: Toronto, ON
Available rights: World outside Canada
and the US; audio

Similar Title:

Triggered by Brent’s lost dog posters, fourteen-year-old Becca clamours
for help. Her mother, Caroline, is too caught up with herself to notice her
daughter is coming apart at the seams. To punish Becca for her attentionseeking behaviour, Caroline inadvertently thrusts her daughter into harm’s
way.
Pagé weaves together narratives that speak of people lost in a toxic mix of
ambitions and desires in a novel that echoes the works of Iris Murdoch and
Cordelia Strube.

•
Lucie Pagé is a French-Canadian author and screenwriter whose fiction
has been published in Carte Blanche, Robot Butt, and This Magazine. Her
story “Lawn Ornaments” won This Magazine’s Great Canadian Literary
Hunt. Pagé is also an award-winning 2-D animator with an interest in
sound design. She moved to Toronto to study theatre, but stayed for its rich
cultural scene. In 2018, she was lured away to work on a Netflix series in
Vancouver, BC for six months. She now divides her time between Toronto
and Vancouver Island.

978-1-77086-506-8

Things Not to Do
Jessica Westhead
TP • 5.125” x 7.625” • $22.95

Readers’ Guide available soon!
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RADIO JET LAG
a novel by GREGOR

CRAIGIE

Praise for previous work, On Borrowed Time:
“Gregor Craigie has produced a passionate tour de force, beautifully
written and sturdily built on countless interviews, eyewitness accounts,
newspaper articles, scientific studies, and Indigenous oral histories.
This book dances with detail and rings with authority.”
— Ken McGoogan, author of Dead Reckoning: The Untold Story of the
Northwest Passage
All the coffee in the world can’t keep Stephen Millburn from floundering at
his new job as an early-morning radio host. With a new baby at home and
an irate boss at work, Stephen is barely holding it together. Trying to balance
his parental duties with his work schedule leaves Stephen falling asleep in the
most inconvenient of places and makes him late for just about everything.
Already at risk of losing his job, Stephen finds himself pursuing a story
about a homeless encampment against his boss’s wishes. As much as he may
struggle to stay awake during his broadcasts, he needs this job to support his
growing family and pay down his crippling mortgage. Can Stephen find a
way to pull it all together or will he crash and burn?
With just the right amount of heart and humanity, Gregor Craigie’s Radio
Jet Lag is a satirical tale of an often chaotic medium and the serious stories
it seeks to tell.

•
Gregor Craigie is a friendly public radio journalist, currently hosting CBC
Radio One’s On the Island in Victoria, BC. He is generally well-liked and
known for being fair, but will occasionally push people on political and
social issues — while maintaining his manners, of course. Inspired by his
interest in earthquakes, Craigie’s non-fiction book On Borrowed Time was
a finalist for the inaugural Writers’ Trust Balsillie Prize for Public Policy. In
an effort to stay healthy and as a tiny offering in the fight against climate
change, Craigie bikes to work daily.

Readers’ Guide available soon!

ISBN 978-1-77086-671-3
$24.95
TP w/ flaps • 5.5” x 8.5” • 372 pp
In-warehouse Date: January 31 - February 14
Publication Date: March 2023
FIC019000 FICTION / Literary
FIC016000 FICTION / Humorous / General
FIC045000 FICTION / Family Life / General

Author hometown: Victoria, BC
Available rights: World outside Canada and
the US; film and television; audio
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Non-Fiction

THE SHORTEST HISTORY OF WAR

From Hunter-Gatherers to Nuclear Superpowers — A
Retelling for Our Times
non-fiction by

GWYNNE DYER

“From the first armies to clashes of drones and dirty bombs, this is eyeopening, big-picture stuff.”
— BBC History Magazine
“Dyer writes with eloquence and authority … particularly effective in
painting in broad strokes the evolution of warfare.”
— Irish Examiner
Acclaimed historian and military expert Gwynne Dyer tells the story of war
from its earliest origins up to the present age of atom bombs and algorithms.

ISBN 978-1-77086-681-2
$22.95
TP • 5.125” x 7.75” • 288 pp
In-warehouse Date: July 5 - 19
Publication Date: August 2022
HIS027000 HISTORY / Military / General
HIS027130 HISTORY / Wars & Conflicts / General
POL001000 POLITICAL SCIENCE / International
Relations / Arms Control

Author hometown: London, UK

Dyer chronicles the advent of warfare in the first cities; the rise of inequality
and tyranny as humans multiply; the thousand-year classical era of combat
until the firearm and the Thirty Years’ War, which changed everything. He
traces how the brief interlude of limited war before the popular revolutions
of the eighteenth century ushered in “total war” — and how the devastation
was halted by the shock of Hiroshima.
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has punctured the longest stretch of peace
between major powers since WWII. In a technologically advanced and hyperconnected world, we humans find ourselves in a most precarious position:
under the heightened threats of climate change, nuclear war, and superpower
rivalry. Far from another dry military history, The Shortest History of War
synthesizes research from multiple fields of study and journalism into a
highly readable, fast-paced, and enlightening read for anyone who wants to
understand the role of war in the long human story — and how we can stop
it from dominating our future.

•
London-based Gwynne Dyer is an admired journalist, columnist,
broadcaster, and lecturer on international affairs. His documentary television
series on the history of war was nominated for an Academy Award; his twiceweekly column on international affairs appears in 175 newspapers in 45
countries and is translated into more than a dozen languages.

Non-Fiction

IN DEFENCE OF COPYRIGHT
non-fiction by

HUGH STEPHENS

Copyright is one of the cornerstones of western civilization; it is as relevant
today, if not more so, than it was when the first formal copyright laws were
enacted in the eighteenth century. This is something that seems to have been
forgotten — at the political level, where one federal government weakened
Canada’s copyright legislation to the point of falling out of line with other
western democracies, and the subsequent government has failed to address
the issue.
With the rise of the Digital Age, new challenges have been brought to the
frontlines of the copyright battle. Online piracy, extensive unauthorized use
of copyrighted works by educational institutions, and artificial intelligence
have tested the ability of copyright laws to protect creators and their
intellectual property.
Canada’s copyright laws need to be rewritten so that they are resilient and
adaptive in promoting the production of new work and ideas that benefit
society.
In Defence of Copyright explores the nature of unauthorized use and piracy
and reviews some of the new challenges for copyright in the Digital Age.
This must-read, general introduction is a guide to the essentials of copyright
and its history.

•
Best known for his blog Insights on International Copyright Issues (awarded
one of the top copyright blogs in the world) Hugh Stephens has written
articles for the Canadian Global Affairs Institute, The Globe and Mail, the
National Post, The Conversation, The Diplomat, and more. He was the Senior
Vice President (Public Policy) for Asia-Pacific for Timer Warner, served for
several years as Vice Chair of the Quality Brands Protection Committee,
and spent thirty years in the Canadian Foreign Service with the Department
of External Affairs, which later became the Department of Foreign Affairs
and International Trade (DFAIT). He is currently based in Victoria, BC.

ISBN 978-1-77086-679-9
$19.95
TP • 5.375” x 8” • 240 pp
In-warehouse Date: August 2 - 16
Publication Date: September 2022
LAW050000 LAW / Intellectual Property / General
LAW050010 LAW / Intellectual Property / Copyright
HIS006000 HISTORY / Canada / General

Author hometown: Victoria, BC
Available rights: World outside Canada and
the US; film and television; audio
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Financial Literacy

UNCOUPLING

The Ugly Truth about Divorce and Finances

a CPA Canada book by LISA van de GEYN
Anyone going through separation and divorce can agree that it’s an emotional and
financial roller coaster. There is so much to understand, prepare, read, gather, and
act on that it’s an incredibly draining process. Uncoupling: The Ugly Truth about
Divorce and Finances is here to help. This book has everything from the basics
to the nitty-gritty when it comes to separation and divorce, with an emphasis, of
course, on finances.
ISBN 978-1-77086-677-5
$22.95
TP • 6” x 9” • 220 pp
In-warehouse Date: December 6 - 20
Publication Date: January 2023
BUS050000 BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Personal
Finance / General
BUS050010 BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Personal
Finance / Budgeting
BUS024000 BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Education

Along with the stories of people going through their own separations and divorces
are the voices of experts covering everything from the specifics of Canada’s Divorce
Act and parenting agreements to the tax implications of divorce and financial postdivorce to-dos. Divorce rates in Canada are on the rise and Uncoupling will provide
much-needed information for those on this difficult journey.

Available rights: World outside Canada
and the US; film and television; audio

978-1-77086-550-1
A CANADIAN’S GUIDE TO
MONEY-SMART LIVING
Kelley Keehn
$19.95 • TP

More

978-1-77086-578-5
LOVE AND MONEY
Wallace M. Howick
$19.95 • TP

978-1-77086-609-6
BABIES
Lisa van de Geyn
$19.95 • TP

Financial Literacy
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THE LAST ACT

Closing the Book on Your Finances

a CPA Canada book by KIMBERLEY and LARRY

SHORT

Many people of all ages procrastinate when it comes to writing their wills, and
organizing things, complicating the process of settling their estate for their children,
loved ones, and beneficiaries.
The Last Act is the book that addresses this situation, as it provides easy-to-follow
steps to make the process as easy and as seamless as possible.
Trust and Estate Planner Kimberley Short and Accountant Larry Short combine
their years of knowledge and experience to explain how to write a will, settle an
estate, create a trust, and more while helping to cut costs and unforeseen expenses
along the way. Their experience working with families allows them to provide
wisdom on diffusing potential conflicts.
Grieving a parent or loved one is difficult enough without the additional burden of
complications that result from a lack of pre-planning.

ISBN 978-1-77086-675-1
$22.95
TP • 6” x 9” • 140 pp
In-warehouse Date: January 31 - February 14
Publication Date: March 2023
BUS050000 BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Personal
Finance / General
BUS050010 BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Personal
Finance / Budgeting
BUS024000 BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Education

Available rights: World outside Canada
and the US; film and television; audio

#FinLit

An award-winning series written
in collaboration with experts for the
Chartered Professional Accountants
of Canada, these books are essential
guides for people looking to improve
their financial health.

978-1-77086-586-0
RAISING MONEY-SMART
KIDS
Robin Taub
$19.95 • TP

978-1-77086-611-9
THE PROCRASTINATOR’S
GUIDE TO RETIREMENT
David Trahair
$19.95 • TP
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Young Adult Fiction

MADE 4 YOU
a young adult novel by

ERIC WALTERS

Praise for previous work, The King of Jam Sandwiches:
“Tug at the heartstrings and tickle the funny bone … This warm tale is
definitely one for the keeper shelves. Highly recommended.”
— School Library Journal, starred review
Becky James lives in a small Indiana town where nothing much ever happens.
Padding her college applications with good grades and volunteer work —
while also managing the boys’ basketball team and playing in the school
band — is her main focus, so when her guidance counsellor asks her to show
a new student around, she agrees. It’ll be great fodder for a reference letter.

ISBN 978-1-77086-661-4
$15.95
TP • 5.375” x 8” • 288 pp
In-warehouse Date: July 26 - August 9
Publication Date: September 2022
YAF056000 YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Science Fiction
/ General
YAF062000 YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Thrillers &
Suspense / General
YAF001000 YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Action &
Adventure / General

Author hometown: Guelph, ON
Available rights: Audio
Similar Titles:

978-1-77086-478-8

978-1-77086-217-3

The Darkhouse
Live to Tell
Barbara Radecki
Lisa Harrington
TP • 5.375” x 8” • $14.95 TP • 5.375” x 8” • $14.95

But there’s something very different about the new student, Gene Newman.
He’s been homeschooled his entire life and he’s as brilliant academically as
he is socially awkward, uninformed, and unaware. Gene also proves to be a
gifted saxophone player and makes the school band, and his rapidly developed
basketball skills allow him to play for the school team. Embarrassingly, Becky
suspected he’d never played the sax or basketball before, and just wanted to
spend more time with her. But nobody could possibly learn new things that
quickly … Right?
With Becky’s help, Gene also quickly develops his social skills, and learns to
fit in. He’s certainly different from anybody Becky has ever known. In fact,
Gene is like nobody else. As they become closer, Gene confides in Becky that
he has a secret. More than that, he is a secret. And, apparently, it’s a secret
worth killing for.

•
Eric Walters began writing in 1993 as a way to entice his grade 5 students
into becoming more interested in reading and writing. Walters has now
published 120 novels and picture books. His novels have become bestsellers,
been translated into 16 languages, and won over 100 awards, including 8
Forest of Reading awards and the 2020 Governor General’s Literary Award.
He conceived of the I Read Canadian Day and is a tireless presenter, speaking
to over 100,000 students per year across North America. In 2014, Walters
was named a Member of the Order of Canada. He lives in Guelph, ON with
his wife, Anita, and they have 3 grown children — Christina, Nicholas, and
Julia — and 6 grandchildren.
Teachers’ Guide available soon!

Young Adult Fiction
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THE BOOK OF US

a young adult novel by SHANE

PEACOCK

Praise for previous work, The Phantom of Fire:
“Shane Peacock has created an extremely readable page-turner that
incorporates Canadian history, politics, and modern day familial
relationships, all wrapped in an immensely enjoyable mix of adventure
and mystery.”
— Resource Links

It’s the summer before grade twelve, and sixteen-year-old Noah Greene is
in the relationship of a lifetime with his brilliant and book-smart girlfriend,
Miranda Owens. But when Miranda overhears his private conversation
with another girl, what he says destroys everything they’ve built, shattering
Noah’s world.
Determined to make amends, Noah sets out to truly understand the harm his
words have caused and maybe become worthy enough for Miranda in time
for prom. Along the way, he’s been turning his journey into a manuscript
called The Book of Us and wants to give it to Miranda to prove to her how
far he thinks he’s come.
What did Noah say that upset Miranda so much? What will she say when he
finally asks her out again? Has he been able to mend the harm he’s caused,
or are some things beyond repair?

•

ISBN 978-1-77086-655-3
$15.95
TP • 5.375” x 8” • 240 pp
In-warehouse Date: August 9 - 23
Publication Date: October 2022
YAF011000 YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Coming of Age
YAF007000 YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Boys & Men
YAF058040 YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Social Themes
/ Dating & Sex

Author hometown: Cobourg, ON
Available rights: World outside Canada
and the US
Similar Title:

Shane Peacock is an author, playwright, journalist and screenwriter,
published in twenty languages in eighteen countries. He is a seven-time
winner of the Junior Library Guild of America Selection, twice winner of the
Arthur Ellis Award, and has been shortlisted for the Kirkus Book of the Year,
the Governor General’s Award, three times for the TD Canadian Children’s
Literature Award, and the Marilyn Baillie Picture Book Award. His young
adult novels include the acclaimed Boy Sherlock Holmes series, the Dylan
Maples Adventures, and The Dark Missions of Edgar Brim trilogy. He lives
in Cobourg, ON with his wife, journalist Sophie Kneisel.
978-1-77086-411-5

Teachers’ Guide available soon!

The Sweetest Thing You Can Sing
C.K. Kelly Martin
TP • 5.375” x 8” • $14.95
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Middle Grade Fiction

OCULUM ECHO

The Children of Oculum Series

a middle grade novel by PHILIPPA

DOWDING

Praise for previous work, Oculum:
“It’s written beautifully, simply, and thoughtfully, and covers subject
matter that is not common enough in Middle Grade. Every scene can
be pictured in vivid detail, and readers of any age will be desperate to
learn more about this strange world.”
— The Sound
The explosions come in the night.

ISBN 978-1-77086-665-2
$13.95
TP • 5.375” x 8” • 240 pp
In-warehouse Date: August 16 - 30
Publication Date: October 2022
JUV059000 JUVENILE FICTION / Dystopian
JUV029010 JUVENILE FICTION / Science & Nature /
Environment
JUV001010 JUVENILE FICTION / Action & Adventure /
Survival Stories

Author hometown: Toronto, ON
Available rights: World outside Canada
and US; film and television; audio
Also by Philippa Dowding:

Miranda1, Mannfred, Grannie, and the one thousand children of Oculum
must flee their farm, chased by the UnRuly and their bombs. Just as they
begin their journey through the wasteland and towards the safety of the
green valley, Echo1 wakes from an eighty-three-year sleep and is given a
mission to find the four domes of the children of Oculum, and to find the
First One, whatever the cost.
On the run from the UnRuly and their stolen weapons, the children endure
plague and Black Rain. Yet, there is a whisper of hope. William1 and Jonatan
Briar, two of the literate, ride to the northern sea to read a rare book, a book
that will illuminate the secret to their survival.
Echo1 searches the wasteland for life and faces a choice: who must be
protected in this new world? And what must be destroyed?

•
Philippa Dowding’s most recent book, Firefly, won the 2021 Governor
General’s Award for Young People’s Literature, and her previous book,
Oculum, was a finalist for the Diamond Willow Award and the Forest
of Reading Silver Birch Award. She lived on a glacier for one summer in
university, and was inspired to write environmental dystopia/cli-fi when she
visited it thirty years later and was shocked by how much it had melted.
Dowding lives in Toronto, ON.

978-1-77086-598-3

978-1-77086-512-9

Firefly
Oculum
Philippa Dowding
Philippa Dowding
TP • 5.375” x 8” • $13.95 TP • 5.375” x 8” • $12.95

Teachers’ Guide available soon!

Middle Grade Fiction
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MORTIMER
a middle grade novel by JOAN

Rat Race to Space

MARIE GALAT

Praise for previous work, Dark Matters:
“A blend of fine storytelling and gripping facts … A book to share —
highly recommended.”
— David L. Crawford, PhD – Astronomy, International Dark-Sky
Association co-founder and former executive director
Mortimer T. Flightdeck, Future YouTube Sensation, has big plans for ratkind.
A spot on the International Space Station (ISS) has opened up, and Mortimer,
the journal-keeping lab rat, is not about to miss his chance to become an
intergalactic space rat. And that’s just the first step in his master scheme
to prove that rats are much better suited than humans when it comes to
colonizing Mars.
Mortimer sets out to expose the impracticality of human astronauts by
conducting experiments and recording the evidence for YouTube. As far as
he’s concerned, pellet-eating rats are much easier to feed than fussy humans,
and just think of all the unwashed underthings floating around the galaxy
— especially when compared to the versatile rat tail!
But when Mortimer’s schemes go awry, he is forced to face new truths
about dreams, friendship, and choosing the right thing to do. Maybe not
everything is a rat race.

ISBN 978-1-77086-653-9
$13.95
TP • 5.375” x 8” • 192 pp
In-warehouse Date: August 2 - 16
Publication Date: September 2022
JUV053020 JUVENILE FICTION / Science Fiction /
Space Exploration
JUV002180 JUVENILE FICTION / Animals / Mice,
Hamsters, Guinea Pigs, etc.
JUV036010 JUVENILE FICTION / Technology /
Astronauts & Space

Author hometown: Edmonton, AB
Available rights: World outside Canada and the US
Similar Titles:

•
Joan Marie Galat is an award-winning author of more than twenty books
for children and adults, with translations in seven languages. She is best
known for her science books for children, specifically her astronomy titles and
interest in everything outer space. Her books have won and been nominated
for numerous awards, including the Moonbeam Children’s Book, Rocky
Mountain Book, Red Cedar Book, and Hackmatack awards, among others.
She is the 2018 recipient of the Martha Weston Grant, awarded annually
to one member (worldwide) of the Society of Children’s Book Writers and
Illustrators. Galat lives in Edmonton, AB.

978-1-77086-651-5

978-1-77086-628-7

Teachers’ Guide available soon!

ValHamster
Angela Misri
TP • 5.375” x 8” • $13.95

Valley of the Rats
Mahtab Narsimhan
TP • 5.375” x 8” • $13.95
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Recently Released

COVER ART • Vanessa Westermann

ISBN 978-1-77086-642-3 • $24.95 • TP w/ flaps • 5.5” x 8.5” • 392 pp

FIC022070 FICTION / Mystery & Detective / Cozy / General
“An artfully crafted mystery full of charm, wit, and page-turning suspense, plus some of the
most mouth-watering descriptions I’ve ever read.” — Daryl Wood Gerber, nationally bestselling
author of the Fairy Garden Mysteries
Charley Scott is thrilled to be running a summer pop-up gallery in cottage country. Returning to the
lakeside village, not on vacation but as an artist, she’s determined to turn her hobby into a career. But
when her friend’s husband is found dead, the investigation threatens the gallery’s opening.

MUD LILIES • Indra Ramayan
ISBN 978-1-77086-640-9 • $24.95 • TP w/ flaps • 5.5” x 8.5” • 392 pp

FIC019000 FICTION / Literary
“The world needs Chanie Nyrider!” — Angie Abdou, author of In Case I Go and The Bone Cage
After working as a prostitute for the past four years, eighteen-year-old Chanie Nyrider is arrested
and given two options: jail or a high school program for troubled youth. Chanie agrees to attend the
program and begins to make strides toward a better life.

LAKE EFFECT • Dayle Furlong
ISBN 978-1-77086-572-3 • $22.95 • TP w/ flaps • 5.5” x 8.5” • 216 pp

FIC029000 FICTION / Short Stories (single author)
“Stylish, daring and dramatic … Annie Proulx meets Alice Munro with a bit of Harry Crews
thrown in.” — Alan Warner, author of The Stars in the Bright Sky
This collection of stories charts the emotional lives of characters in the midst of private sorrows and
triumphs. Each story, set in the cities and towns around the Great Lakes, reveals the author’s fierce love
for a landscape merciless and opulent, yet speaks with eloquence about its inhabitants.

FINDING EDWARD • Sheila Murray

ISBN 978-1-77086-626-3 • $24.95 • TP w/ flaps • 5.5” x 8.5” • 320 pp

FIC019000 FICTION / Literary
“A remarkable novel.” — Rachel Manley, author of the Governor General’s Literary Awardwinning Drumblair
A chance encounter with a panhandler named Patricia leads Cyril to a suitcase full of photographs and
letters dating back to the early 1920s. Cyril is drawn into the letters and feels a compelling connection
to the boy mentioned in them and begins to look for the rest of the story.

IMMORAL, INDECENT, AND SCURRILOUS • Gerald Hannon
ISBN 978-1-77086-602-7 • $24.95 • TP w/ flaps • 6” x 9” • 304 pp

BIO031000 BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / LGBTQ+
“This is one of the best-written accounts of being ‘queer’ that I’ve read in years, and it’s a crucial
addition to Canadian LGBTQ+ history.” — Stan Persky, author of Buddy’s: Meditations on
Desire
After almost sixty years, journalist and LGBTQ+ activist Gerald Hannon reflects on his life and
the major moments in his career, from being charged for writing immoral, indecent, and scurrilous
material to getting fired from his teaching position at a university in Toronto for being a part-time
sex worker.

Recently Released

BOYS AND GIRLS SCREAMING • Kern Carter
ISBN 978-1-77086-645-4 • $15.95 • TP • 5.375” x 8” • 208 pp

YAF058110 YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Social Themes / Emotions & Feelings
“Through this work, readers learn about the sticky nature of trauma. … A thought-provoking read
about the pain involved in healing childhood trauma.” — Kirkus Reviews
When Ever’s father passes away suddenly, she is devastated. Not long after that, her mom has a stroke
and Ever’s anguish becomes almost unbearable. That’s when she gets the idea to form Boys and Girls
Screaming, a group where teens who have suffered trauma can share their stories and begin to heal.
Although the others find solace in the group, Ever tumbles further into depression until she reaches
a breaking point. As the group learns the true source of Ever’s pain, they jump into action to help her
find a way out.

A BEND IN THE BREEZE • Valerie Sherrard

ISBN 978-1-77086-647-8 • $13.95 • TP • 5.375” x 8” • 248 pp

JUV001010 JUVENILE FICTION / Action & Adventure / Survival Stories
When Pascale Chardon finds herself on a lifeboat drifting toward an uncharted island with no
memory of how she got there, all she wants is to get back to her family. The islanders, however,
have a different objective.
For many decades, the islanders have waited for someone foretold only as the Long Awaited. The
Long Awaited is said to have knowledge of the islanders’ fate.
At first Pascale is sure she’s not the Long Awaited, but when strange things begin to happen, she
finds it impossible to be certain of anything. Could she be the Long Awaited after all?

VALHAMSTER • Angela Misri
ISBN 978-1-77086-651-5 • $13.95 • TP • 5.375” x 8” • 160 pp

JUV080000 JUVENILE FICTION / Zombies
Being the greatest zombie fighter of all time is a lot for one animal, but Emmy’s the perfect hamster for the job. Fire, rage, and fury are her weapons of choice and woe to the undead human who
crosses her path. But when an unthinkable betrayal reminds Emmy that letting friends into your
heart is always a mistake, she leaves on a solo mission to rid the world of zombies once and for all.
Along the way she discovers that there’s no honour in fighting for yourself. Love is worth the risk
and worth fighting for.

WHITE LIES • Sara de Waard
ISBN 978-1-77086-649-2 • $15.95 • TP • 5.375” x 8” • 224 pp

YAF058050 YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Social Themes / Death, Grief, Bereavement
“A heartfelt story.” — Kirkus Reviews

Missy’s sweet sixteenth is almost here, but her last three birthdays haven’t exactly been happy occasions. Her brother died when she turned thirteen and her mother was arrested on her fifteenth.
To say her family has been struggling is an understatement. But then Missy meets Luke and she
begins to heal.
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Essential Backlist

Claws of the Panda

Beijing’s Campaign of Influence and Intimidation in Canada

non-fiction by Jonathan Manthorpe

National Bestseller
Finalist for the Writers’ Trust Shaughnessy Cohen Prize
Finalist for the Hubert Evans Non-Fiction Prize
A Globe and Mail Best Book

ISBN 978-1-77086-539-6
$24.95 • TP w/ flaps • 6” x 9”
POL011000 POLITICAL SCIENCE / International
Relations / General
POL036000 POLITICAL SCIENCE / Intelligence &
Espionage
POL056000 POLITICAL SCIENCE / World /
Canadian
POL054000 POLITICAL SCIENCE / World / Asian

Claws of the Panda tells the story of Canada’s failure to construct a workable
policy towards the People’s Republic of China. In particular, the book tells of
Ottawa’s failure to recognize and confront the efforts by the Chinese Communist
Party to infiltrate and influence Canadian politics, academia, and media, and
to exert control over Canadians of Chinese heritage. Claws of the Panda gives
a detailed description of the CCP’s campaign to embed agents of influence in
Canadian business, politics, media, and academia. The book traces the evolution
of the Canada-China relationship over nearly 150 years. It shows how Canadian
leaders have constantly misjudged the reality and potential of the relationship
while the CCP and its agents have benefited from Canadian naivete.

978-1-896951-49-2

978-1-77086-508-2

978-1-896951-61-4

978-1-897151-03-7

978-1-77086-494-8

BEYOND MEASURE

THE BLACK PEACOCK

EARTH AND HIGH HEAVEN

HOME SCHOOLING

OUT STANDING IN THE FIELD

Pauline Holdstock

Rachel Manley

Gwethalyn Graham

Carol Windley

Sandra Perron

$22.95 • TP

$22.95 • TP w/ flaps

$19.95 • TP

$22.95 • TP

$24.95 • TP

978-1-77086-434-4

978-1-897151-04-4

978-1-77086-225-8

978-1-77086-498-6

978-1-77086-400-9

THE PAIN TREE

THE PERECT CIRCLE

THE PURSUIT OF PERFECTION

THE UNFINISHED DOLLHOUSE

THE WESTERN LIGHT

Olive Senior

Pascale Quiviger

Carol Bishop-Gwyn

Michelle Alfano

Susan Swan

$22.95 • TP

$22.95 • TP

$22.95 • TP

$22.95 • TP

$20.00 • TP

Essential Backlist

The Marrow Thieves

a young adult novel by Cherie Dimaline
National Bestseller
Winner of the Governor General’s Literary Award
Winner of the Kirkus Reviews Prize
Winner of the Amy Mathers Teen Book Award
Winner of the Sunburst Award
Winner of the Burt Award for First Nations, Inuit and Métis Young Adult
Literature
A Globe and Mail Best Book
School Library Journal Best Books of the Year
Quill & Quire Best Books of the Year
Just when you think you have nothing left to lose, they come for your dreams.
ISBN 978-1-77086-486-3
$16.95 • TP • 5.375” x 8”

In a future world ravaged by global warming, people have lost the ability to dream,
and the dreamlessness has led to widespread madness. The only people still able
to dream are North America’s Indigenous population, and it is their marrow that
FIC000000 FICTION / General
YAF015000 YOUNG ADULT FICTION /
holds the cure for the rest of the world. But getting the marrow, and dreams,
Dystopian
means death for the unwilling donors. Driven to flight, a fifteen-year-old and his
YAF043010 YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Nature
companions struggle for survival, attempt to reunite with loved ones, and take
& the Natural World / Environment
YAF046010 YOUNG ADULT FICTION / People refuge from the “recruiters” who seek them out to bring them to the marrow& Places / Aboriginal & Indigenous
stealing “factories.”

978-1-77086-613-3

978-1-77086-615-7

978-1-77086-598-3

978-1-77086-632-4

BIRDSPELL

ELVIS, ME, AND THE LEMONADE STAND SUMMER

FIREFLY

I'M GOOD AND OTHER LIES

OCULUM

Valerie Sherrard

Leslie Gentile

Philippa Dowding

Bev Katz Rosenbaum

Philippa Dowding

$13.95 • Age 9-12 • TP

$13.95 • Age 9-12 • TP

$13.95 • Age 9-12 • TP

$15.95 • Age 13+ • TP

$12.95 • Age 10-13 • TP

978-1-77086-512-9

978-1-77086-558-7

978-1-77086-574-7

978-1-77086-454-2

978-1-77086-039-1

978-1-77086-566-2

PICKLES VS. THE ZOMBIES

THE RISE AND FALL OF DEREK COWELL

TRANSFERRAL

THE TIFFIN

UNDER THE RADAR

Angela Misri

Valerie Sherrard

Kate Blair

Mahtab Narsimhan

Judith Clark

$13.95 • Age 9-12 • TP

$13.95 • Age 9-12 • TP

$14.95 • Age 12+ • TP

$12.95 • Age 10-13 • TP

$15.95 • Age 14+ • TP
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For Colleges and Universities

BOTTLE ROCKET HEARTS

Zoe Whittall

ISBN 978-1-897151-06-8 • $19.95 • TP • 5.17” x 7.61” • 200 pp

Course Adoptions: Concordia University, John Abbott College, University of Toronto, Queen’s
University, Université de Sherbrooke, Wilfrid Laurier University
FIC019000 FICTION / Literary
FIC018000 FICTION / LGBT / Lesbian
FIC037000 FICTION / Political

“Bottle Rocket Hearts is about coming of age, identity, politics, the nature of love and who constitutes family. Anyone
who is different in any way will relate … Whittall’s background as a poet shines in every paragraph. Her poetic voice
hits hard and with beauty … Bottle Rocket Hearts is a compelling story told by a writer skilled in her craft. It leaves me
wanting more.” — The Vancouver Sun

CELIA’S SONG
Lee Maracle

ISBN 978-1-77086-451-1 • $20.00 • TP • 5.5” x 8.5” • 288 pp

Course Adoptions: Nipissing University, Trent University, University of British Columbia, University
of North British Columbia, Université de Sherbrooke, University of Toronto, University of Western
Ontario, University of Windsor, Vancouver Island University, Western Washington University, York
University
FIC019000 FICTION / Literary
FIC059000 FICTION / Native American & Aboriginal
FIC044000 FICTION / Contemporary Women

“In gentle yet powerful prose, Maracle underscores the horrifying impact of the Residential School System, the
ongoing problem of suicide, and the loss of tradition that continue to plague First Nations communities.”
— Quill & Quire

CHASING PAINTED HORSES

Drew Hayden Taylor

ISBN 978-1-77086-608-9 • $20.00 • TP • 5.5” x 8.5” • 288 pp
ISBN 978-177086-560-0 • $32.95 • HC • 6” x 9” • 288 pp

Course Adoptions: Regina Catholic School Division
FIC019000 FICTION / Literary
FIC071000 FICTION / Friendship
FIC059000 FICTION / Native American & Aboriginal

“Flashing between Thomas’ interactions with a gifted, homeless Cree named Harry and his recollections of Danielle
and others, Taylor’s genius for writing didactic comedies are on full display. Taylor’s faithful readers will recognize
that this novel expands on stories he explored earlier in his career, revisiting the characters and creative spaces that
tug on the reins around one’s heart.”
— Ryan Winn, Tribal College Journal of American Indian Higher Education

EARTH AND HIGH HEAVEN
Gwethalyn Graham

ISBN 978-1-896951-61-4 • $19.95 • TP • 5.5” x 8.5” • 336 pp

Course Adoptions: Brock University, Downsview Secondary, McGill University, McMaster University,
University of Calgary, University of King’s College, Université de Sherbrooke, University of Toronto,
York University
FIC019000 FICTION / Literary
FIC014000 FICTION / Historical
FIC046000 FICTION / Jewish

“In a country that barely remembers its prime ministers, it’s hardly surprising that one of CanLit’s brightest early
stars is almost forgotten. But Cormorant Books’ reprint of the 1944 novel Earth and High Heaven should bring back
to prominence the extraordinary Gwethalyn Graham, who published two novels in her short life (1913 to 1965) and
won the Governor General’s award for both.”
— Maclean’s

For Colleges and Universities

THE MARROW THIEVES
Cherie Dimaline

ISBN 978-1-77086-486-3 • $16.95 • TP • 5.375” x 8” • 240 pp

Course Adoptions: Acadia University, Banff Centre, Brock University, CEGEP de SainteFoy, CEGEP Heritage College, College of the North Atlantic, Coop Maisonneuve, Concordia
University, Dalhousie University, Douglas College, Kwantlen Polytechnic, Lakehead University,
McGill University, McMaster University, National Ballet School, OCAD University, Okanagan
College, Queen’s University, Trent University, University of Alberta, University of British Columbia,
University of Calgary, University of Guelph, University of Manitoba, University of Regina, University
of Saskatchewan, University of Toronto, University of Victoria, University of Western Ontario,
University of Windsor, University of Winnipeg, Vanier College, Wilfrid Laurier University, York
University, Yukon College
FIC000000 FICTION / General
YAF015000 YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Dystopian
YAF046010 YOUNG ADULT FICTION / People & Places / Aboriginal & Indigenous

OUT OF MY SKIN

Tessa McWatt

ISBN 978-1-177086-184-8 • $20.00 • TP • 5.5” x 8.5” • 216 pp

Course Adoptions: McMaster University, Ryerson University, Queen’s University, University of
Guelph, Université de Montréal, York University

FIC019000 FICTION / Literary
FIC044000 FICTION / Contemporary Women

THE PAIN TREE
Olive Senior

ISBN 978-1-77086-434-4 • $22.95 • TP • 5.5” x 8.5” • 320 pp

Course Adoptions: Austin Peay State University
FIC019000 FICTION / Literary
FIC029000 FICTION / Short Stories (single author)

“The magic of Olive Senior’s stories is that they weather time with uncommon power. In these collected short
fictions, published and broadcast in various incarnations from the 1990s forward, the concerns of class, language,
identity, and refuge reign, explored in prose that is all the more commanding for its subtle navigations.”
— Caribbean Beat

STILL LIFE WITH JUNE
Darren Greer

ISBN 978-1-897151-51-8 • $20.00 • TP • 5.53” x 8.5” • 312 pp

Course Adoptions: University of Toronto
FIC019000 FICTION / Literary
FIC027190 FICTION / Romance / LGBT / Gay

“It’s hilarious and redemptive, brimming with revelation … modern and urban without being too edgy for the
masses. This book is highly recommended.”
— Edmonton Journal
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For Grades 4-12

BIRDSPELL

Valerie Sherrard

ISBN 978-1-77086-613-3 • $13.95 • TP • 5.375” x 8” • 232pp • Grades 4 to 6
JUV039240 JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Depression & Mental

Corbin’s bipolar mother is often unemployed, and their apartment has no furniture, and sometimes no
food.
When his classmate offers Corbin the bird she can no longer keep, he’s all-in.
When his mother overdoses and Corbin can no longer get her — or himself — through the darkness,
he discovers his neighbours aren’t the unfriendly bunch he thought they were. Maybe this bird has a bit
of magic in him.
Teachers’ Guide with curriculum links available at dcbyoungreaders.com

ELVIS, ME, AND THE LEMONADE STAND SUMMER

Leslie Gentile

ISBN 978-1-77086-615-7 • $13.95 • TP • 5.375” x 8” • 208 pp • Grades 4 to 6
JUV013000 JUVENILE FICTION / Family / General

It’s the summer of 1978 and most people think Elvis Presley has been dead for a year. But not eleven-yearold Truly Bateman — because she knows Elvis is alive and well and living in the Eagle Shores Trailer
Park.
It’s a busy summer for Truly. Though her mother is less of a mother than she ought to be, Truly is
determined to raise as much money for herself as she can through her lemonade stand … and to prove
that her cool new neighbour is the one and only King of Rock ‘n’ Roll. And when she can’t find motherly
support in her own home, she finds sanctuary with Andy El, the Salish woman who runs the trailer park.
Teachers’ Guide with curriculum links available at dcbyoungreaders.com

FIREFLY

Philippa Dowding

ISBN 978-1-77086-598-3 • $13.95 • TP • 5.375” x 8” • 216 pp • Grades 6 to 8
JUV039140 JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Self-Esteem & Self-Reliance

Firefly lived in the park across from her mother’s home. It was safer there. But after the bad night happens,
and her baseball-bat-wielding mother is taken away, social services sends Firefly to live with her Aunt
Gayle. She hardly knows Gayle, but discovers that she owns a costume shop.
Yes, Firefly might be suffering from PTSD, but she can get used to taking baths, sleeping on a bed again,
and wearing as many costumes as she can to school. But where is “home”? What is “family”? Who is Firefly,
for that matter … and which costume is the real one?
Teachers’ Guide with curriculum links available at dcbyoungreaders.com

OCULUM

Philippa Dowding
ISBN 978-1-77086-512-9 • $12.95 • TP • 5.375” x 8” • 216 pp • Grades 6 to 8
JUV059000 JUVENILE FICTION / Dystopian

Miranda, William, and the 998 other children in the domed city of Oculum wake to tend the fruit trees
and gardens behind the thick, opaque walls of their world. Some speak quietly of Outside, which is
forbidden. Until William finds a door …
The children outside of the dome — Mann, Cranker, and others raised by Grannie — live amongst the
rubble of the old destroyed city. They live with hunger, hard work, and stories about a time before the
fall and of a magical fruit called “peaches.” Mann and Cranker don’t believe the stories, until they find
a door …
Teachers’ Guide with curriculum links available at dcbyoungreaders.com

For Grades 4-12

Run

David Skuy

ISBN 978-1-77086-488-7 • $12.95 • TP • 5” x 8” • 216 pp • Grades 5 to 7

JUV039230 JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Bullying

Terrified of being targeted by bullies for being overweight, Lionel tries to go through Grade 8 attracting as
little notice as possible. But he discovers something about himself: he’s fast. And Lionel takes up running.
That leads to joining a running group, and being recruited for the school track team. But being on the track
team and getting more attention brings him closer to the bullies he’s been avoiding, and makes him a target.

Teachers’ Guide with curriculum links available at dcbyoungreaders.com
*This book was course adopted by the
province of Nova Scotia

HOME TRUTHS

Jill MacLean

ISBN 978-1-897151-96-9 • $14.95 • TP • 5.375” x 8” • 288 pp • Grades 9+
YAF058020 YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Social Themes / Bullying

Brick’s home life is a horror show. His dad has a temper like a pressure valve; you never know when he’s going
to blow. His mom’s a self-absorbed flake who leaves the care of his little sister to Brick. It’s no wonder Brick
has to let off a little steam of his own once in a while. It’s not like he’s anything remotely like his dad. The
day he turns sixteen, Brick’s out of there. He’s going to earn enough money to escape. Get out and never look
back. But who will his dad turn to when he doesn’t have a son to kick around anymore?

TANGLED PLANET

Kate Blair

ISBN 978-1-77086-504-4 • $14.95 • TP • 5.375” x 8” • 264 pp • Grades 8+
YAF056000 YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Science Fiction / General

It’s taken four hundred years of travel, but the starship Venture has finally arrived at its destination. Beta
Earth is an uninhabited, untouched planet that seventeen-year-old engineer Ursa has to colonise with her
crewmates. Her world goes out of control when she encounters a dead body. She’s positive she saw a creature
with sharp teeth, something that shouldn’t even be on the planet, but nobody believes her. As bodies start
piling up, Ursa must figure out who to trust when her fellow crewmates start taking sides between Venture’s
safety and the hope of creating a home on Beta Earth.
Teachers’ Guide with curriculum links available at dcbyoungreaders.com

TRANSFERRAL

Kate Blair

ISBN 978-1-77086-454-2 • $14.95 • TP • 5.375” x 8” • 200 pp • Grades 8+
YAF056000 YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Science Fiction / General

Talia Hale is born into a world where they can remove diseases from the sick. But they can only transfer
the diseases into other living humans. Now sixteen and the daughter of a prime ministerial candidate, she
discovers that the effort to ensure that bad things happen only to bad people has turned a once-thriving
community into a slum, and has made life perilous for two new friends. When Talia’s father makes an
election promise to send in the police to crack down on this community, Talia can only think of how much
worse things will be for her friends. Will she defy her father to protect them, even if it means costing him
the election?
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Titles in Print

Cormorant Books
2022 titles in bold
9781770864719
9781770865761
9781770862616
9781897151136
9781770865297
9781770860964

TP
TP
TP
HC
TP
TP

Advocate (Greer)
Aftermath (Ratushniak)
All the Daylight Hours (Jernigan)
And Beauty Answers (Cameron)
Art of Being Lewis, The (Goodwin)
Ash Steps (Lane)

$22.95
$24.95
$18.00
$36.95
$22.95
$18.00

9781770866096
9781896332215
9781770862623
9781896951492
9781896951881
9781770865082
9781770865174
9781770864689
9781897151068
9781770862999
9781897151785
9781770865167

TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP

Babies (van de Geyn, Leung)
Banana Boys (Woo)
Bee Garden, A (Pilling)
Beyond Measure (Holdstock)
Blackbird’s Song, The (Holdstock)
Black Peacock, The (Manley)
Blue River and Red Earth (Henighan)
Borrowed Days (Plourde)
Bottle Rocket Hearts (Whittall)
Breaking Words, The (Mitchell)
Breathing the Page (Warland)
Building on River (Van Loon)

$19.95
$22.95
$18.00
$22.95
$21.95
$22.95
$22.00
$20.00
$19.95
$21.95
$20.00
$18.00

9781770865501

TP

$19.95

9781896951409
9781770864412
9781770864511
9781770865600
9781770866089
9781770860940
9781770865396
9781770866577
9781770860018
9781770866423
9781770864405
9781896951362
9781897151747

TP
TP
TP
HC
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP

Canadian’s Guide to Money-Smart Living,
A (Keehn)
Casual Brutality, A (Bissoondath)
Catullus’ Soldiers (Goodwin)
Celia’s Song (Maracle)
Chasing Painted Horses (Taylor)
Chasing Painted Horses (Taylor)
City’s Gates, The (Dubé)
Claws of the Panda (Manthorpe)
Cold Snap (Jennings)
Copernicus Avenue (Borkowski)
Cover Art (Westermann)
Crossover (Lane)
Cumberland (Smith)
Curtains for Roy (Bushkowsky)

$19.95
$18.00
$20.00
$32.95
$22.95
$22.00
$24.95
$24.95
$21.00
$24.95
$18.00
$22.95
$21.00

9781770860476
9781770865440
9781897151433
9781770863392
9781770863026
9781770865808
9781897151303
9781896951645
9781896951867
9781896332246

TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP

Dancing Lessons (Senior)
Dead Celebrities Club, The (Swan)
Death in Key West (Round)
Death Spiral (Nichol)
Desperates, The (Kearney)
Detective and the Spy, The (Misri)
Distantly Related to Freud (Charney)
Doing the Heart Good (Bissoondath)
Doubting Yourself to the Bone (Trofimuk)
Dragons Cry (McWatt)

$22.00
$24.95
$20.00
$10.99
$21.95
$22.95
$21.00
$19.95
$22.95
$19.95

9781896951614

TP

Earth and High Heaven (Graham)

$19.95

9781770864764
9781770860919
9781770865624
9781770866263
9781770863828
9781897151167
9781770863972

TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP

Family Outing, A (Swanson)
Family Took Shape, The (Bhat)
Fellowship, The (Manley)
Finding Edward (Murray)
Fledglings, The (Homel)
Frankenstein Murders, The (Bradshaw)
From Tolerance to Tyranny (Paris)

$24.00
$22.00
$24.95
$24.95
$21.95
$21.00
$24.95

9781896951843
9781770865419
9781770865464
9781770865921
9781897151730
9781770866591
9781770860025

TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP

Gaff Topsails (Kavanagh)
Giacometti’s Girl (Davies)
Gods of East Wawanosh, The (Pilling)
Good Son, The (Mills)
Goodtime Girl, The (Fragoulis)
Great Goldbergs, The (Goodwin)
Great Village (Donnelly)

$19.95
$18.00
$18.95
$24.95
$21.00
$24.95
$24.95

9781896951997
9781770863880

TP
TP

Greener than Eden (Kohn)
Griffintown (Poitras)

$22.95
$21.95

9781897151211
9781770865426
9781897151532
9781897151037

TP
TP
TP
TP

Heart Specialist, The (Rothman)
Heat Wave (Jennings)
High-Wire Summer (Dupré)
Home Schooling (Windley)

$21.00
$24.95
$21.00
$22.95

9781770862210
HC
		
9781770866027
TP
9781770865006
TP
9781770866799
TP
9781770866065
TP
9781770862937
HC
9781897151792
TP

Illustrated Journals of Susanna Moodie,
The (Pachter, Atwood)
Immoral, Indecent, and Scurrilous (Hannon)
In a Wide Country (Everett-Green)
In Defence of Copyright (Stephens)
Infinite Park, The (Unwin)
Island (Chamberlin)
It’s All About Kindness (McBurney)

$44.95
$24.95
$22.95
$19.95
$18.95
$26.95
$20.00

9781770864801
9781897151372
9781770860568
9781770862555

TP
TP
TP
TP

Jane Loop, The (Jackson)
Jeanne’s Road (Saucier)
Jonas Variations, The (Jonas)
Just Beneath My Skin (Greer)

$22.00
$21.00
$24.00
$21.00

9781770865723
9781770866751
9781770862968
9781770862432
9781770864191
9781897151860
9781770864023
9781770866690
9781770866348
9781770865785
9781770865198
9781897151778

TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
HC

Lake Effect (Furlong)
Last Act, The (Short, Short)
Life Class (Charney)
Life Without Death (Unwin)
Light Takes (Anderson)
Likely Story, A (Wright)
Looking East Over My Shoulder (Jorgenson)
Lost Dogs (Pagé)
Lost Expert, The (Niedzviecki)
Love and Money (Howick)
Luminous Ink (McWatt, Maharaj, Brand)
Lyric Ecology (Dickinson)

$22.95
$22.95
$21.95
$21.00
$18.00
$21.00
$18.00
$24.95
$24.95
$19.95
$29.95
$30.00

9781770862081
9781770863408
9781897151884
9781770864306
9781770866409
9781770860872

TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP

Matadora (Ruth)
Midnight Cab (Nichol)
Midway (Homel)
Molly O (Foss)
Mud Lilies (Ramayan)
My Life Among the Apes (Fagan)

$21.95
$10.99
$21.00
$20.00
$24.95
$22.00

9781770865273
9781770860575
9781770866386
9781770866041

TP
TP
TP
TP

Nanaimo Girl (Emery)
New Under the Sun (Major)
Nothing Ordinary (Krotz)
November Rain (Jennings)

$24.95
$21.00
$24.95
$24.95

9781897151099
9781897151273
9781897151181
9781770861848
9781770864948

TP
TP
TP
TP
TP

Odori (Tamayose)
Only Snow in Havana, The (Hay)
Oonagh (Tilberg)
Out of My Skin (McWatt)
Out Standing in the Field (Perron)

$22.95
$20.00
$21.00
$20.00
$24.95

9781897151280
9781770864344
9781897151044
9781897151440
9781770860971
9781770864467
9781770866119
9781770860001
9781770862258

TP
TP
TP
HC
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP

P-Town Murders. The (Round)
Pain Tree, The (Senior)
Perfect Circle, The (Quiviger)
Perfect Red (Lind)
Port Inventory, The (McGrath)
Post-Communist Stories (Persky)
Procrastinator's Guide to Retirement, The (Trahair)
Progress (Smith)
Pursuit of Perfection, The (Bishop-Gwyn)

$20.00
$22.95
$22.95
$37.00
$18.00
$24.95
$19.95
$21.00
$22.95

9781770866713

TP

Radio Jet Lag (Craigie)

$24.95

Titles in Print

Cormorant Books cont'd
9781770865860
TP
9781770864962
TP
9781770865648
TP
9781770865822
TP
		

Raising Money-Smart Kids (Taub)
Read This Before You Diet (Bédard)
Reclaiming Faith (Coren)
Restoring Democracy in an Age of Populists and
Pestilence (Manthorpe)

$19.95
$20.00
$24.95
$24.95

9781770864368
9781770863859
9781770863675
9781770866676
9781770866812
9781770865945
9781897151242
9781897151907
9781770866737
9781897151327
9781897151518
9781896951638
9781897151815
9781896951010
9781770864320
9781896951621

TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
HC
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP

Safe as Houses (Glickman)
Salt in the Wounds (Blagrave)
Secret Music, A (Doherty Hannaford)
Shadow Life (Decter)
Shortest History of War, The (Dyer)
Sins of the Daughter (Mills)
Silver Salts (Blagrave)
So Long (Desjardins)
Some Unfinished Business (Sileika)
Soul of All Great Designs, The (Bissoondath)
Still Life with June (Greer)
Strange Ghosts (Greer)
Sugar Thieves (Dupont)
Summer Point (McNutt)
Sweetest One, The (Mah)
Swiss Sonata (Graham)

$20.00
$21.95
$21.95
$24.95
$22.95
$24.95
$21.00
$21.00
$24.95
$29.00
$20.00
$24.95
$21.00
$16.95
$21.95
$19.95

9781770862050
9781770865068
9781770865143
9781770863385
9781770866300

TP
TP
TP
TP
TP

Tale-Teller, The (Glickman)
Things Not to Do (Westhead)
This One Because of the Dead (Baudot)
Transgression (Nichol)
Troupers, The (Scarsbrook)

$21.95
$22.95
$22.95
$10.99
$24.95

9781896951454
TP
Tyler’s Cape (Greer)
9781770866775
TP
Uncoupling (van de Geyn)
9781770860049
TP
Undercurrents (Sarah)
9781770864986
TP
Unfinished Dollhouse, The (Alfano)
9781896951874
HC
Unyielding Clamour of the Night, The
		(Bissoondath)

$19.95
$22.95
$24.00
$22.95
$32.95

9781896951584
9781770860063

TP
TP

Vanishing Man, The (Bushkowsky)
Voice-Over (Corbeil)

$22.95
$21.00

9781770860988
9781770866362
9781770865471
9781770864009
9781770864030
9781770866072
9781770865105
9781897151266
9781770862029
9781770866195
9781770866003

TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
HC
TP
TP

Waking in the Tree House (Lithgow)
Water Proof (Bushkowsky)
We Were Like Everyone Else (Victor)
Western Light, The (Swan)
When We Were Old (Unwin)
Who We Thought We Were As We Fell (Lithgow)
Wild and Beautiful is the Night (Miller)
Wolf’s Head, The (Unwin)
Words to Live By (Whitehead)
World of After, The (Henighan)
Written in Stone (Unwin)

$18.00
$24.95
$18.95
$20.00
$18.00
$18.95
$22.95
$20.00
$29.95
$24.95
$24.95

9781770865488

TP

Y Chromosome, The (Gom)

$19.95

DCB

2022 titles in bold
9781770865334
9781770866478
9781770866133
9781770866553
9781770866454

TP
TP
TP
TP
TP

Band of Merry Kids, The (Skuy)
Bend in the Breeze, A (Sherrard)
Birdspell (Sherrard)
Book of Us, The (Peacock)
Boys and Girls Screaming (Carter)

$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
$15.95
$15.95

9781770864863
9781770865686
9781770866539

TP
TP
TP

Marrow Thieves, The (Dimaline)
Messenger 93 (Radecki)
Mortimer (Galat)

$16.95
$15.95
$13.95

9781770863118

TP

Nothing Man and the Purple Zero (Scarsbrook)

$14.95

9781897151525
9781770860421

HC
HC

Canada Counts (Pachter)
Circle Game, The (Deines, Mitchell)

$20.00
$20.00

9781770865129
9781770866652

TP
TP

Oculum (Dowding)
Oculum Echo (Dowding)

$12.95
$13.95

9781770862142
9781770864788
9781770865310
9781770864528

TP
TP
TP
TP

Darkest Corner of the World, The (Tamberg)
Darkhouse, The (Radecki)
Deep Girls (Weber)
Delicate (Martin)

$14.95
$14.95
$15.95
$14.95

9781770865587

TP

Pickles vs. the Zombies (Misri)

$13.95

9781770865747
9781770864887

TP
TP

Rise and Fall of Derek Cowell, The (Sherrard)
Run (Skuy)

$13.95
$12.95

9781770866157
9781770865259

TP
TP

Elvis, Me, and the Lemonade Stand Summer (Gentile)
Enid Strange (Allen)

$13.95
$12.95

9781770865525
9781770865020
9781770864115

TP
TP
TP

Shantallow (Martin)
Stricken (Martin)
Sweetest Thing You Can Sing, The (Martin)

$15.95
$12.95
$14.95

9781770865235
9781770865983

TP
TP

Fifteen Point Nine (Dobbie)
Firefly (Dowding)

$14.95
$13.95

9781770864641

TP

Girl in the Well is Me, The (Rivers)

$12.95

9781897151969

TP

Home Truths (MacLean)

$14.95

9781770866324

TP

I'm Good and Other Lies (Rosenbaum)

$15.95

9781770865044
9781770865563
9781770860391
9781770864542
9781770865969
9781770864665
9781770864139

TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP

Tangled Planet (Blair)
Things That Fall (Joyce)
Tiffin, The (Narsimhan)
Transferral (Blair)
Trip of the Dead (Misri)
Turing Machinists, The (Reid)
Twisted (Harrington)

$14.95
$15.95
$12.95
$14.95
$13.95
$14.95
$14.95

9781770864627
9781770862173
9781770864924

TP
TP
TP

Lightning Lou (Weber)
Live to Tell (Harrington)
Love, Ish (Rivers)

$12.95
$14.95
$12.95

9781770865662

TP

Under the Radar (Clark)

$15.95

9781770866287
9781770866515

TP
TP

Valley of the Rats (Narsimhan)
ValHamster (Misri)

$13.95
$13.95

9781897151334
9781770866614
9781770865549

HC
TP
TP

M is for Moose (Pachter)
Made 4 You (Walters)
Magpie’s Library, The (Blair)

$20.00
$15.95
$13.95

9781770866492

TP

White Lies (de Waard)

$15.95
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We acknowledge this sacred land on which Cormorant Books operates. It has been
a site of human activity for 15,000 years. This land is the territory of the HuronWendat and Petun First Nations, the Seneca, and most recently, the Mississaugas
of the Credit River. The territory was the subject of the Dish With One Spoon
Wampum Belt Covenant, an agreement between the Iroquois Confederacy and
Confederacy of the Ojibwe and allied nations to peaceably share and care for the
resources around the Great Lakes. Today, the meeting place of Toronto is still the
home to many Indigenous people from across Turtle Island and we are grateful
to have the opportunity to work in the community, on this territory.
We are also mindful of broken covenants and the need to strive to make right
with all our relations.

We acknowledge financial support for our publishing activities: the Government of Canada through the
Canada Book Fund and The Canada Council for the Arts; the Government of Ontario, through the Ontario
Arts Council, Ontario Creates, and the Ontario Book Publishing Tax Credit. We acknowledge additional
funding provided by the Government of Ontario and the Ontario Arts Council to address the adverse
effects of the novel coronavirus pandemic.

